
Time metrics
n Time to predict one flow
For the embedding method, refer to steps (3) to (7) in fig. 2.

n Initialization/Finalization time (if any)
For the embedding method, refer to step(1) and (2) in fig. 2.

n Prediction accuracy
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Background
DyMonD is a framework that Dynamically Monitors an 
application, and Discovers the service components, and 
visualizes them together with some performance metrics such
as throughput in form of a call graph. DyMond does so by 
analyzing the message flows between the components. 
DyMonD consists of two modules, the DyMonD controller and 
the DyMonD agent. The controller oversees the monitoring 
process. The agent, also known as the sniffer, is in charge of 
detecting and then intercepting the message flows. For 
determining the service type, the original implementation
dumps the message flows into files which are then read by a 
program which deploys a deep learning model to predict the 
service types. Performance metrics are then also calculated. 
The collected information is sent to the controller where it is
further processed and visualized. Figure 1 shows the 
architecture of the DyMonD. The main functionality of the 
agent is implemented in C++ for the need of performing at 
high speed for monitoring and capturing application data 
while Python libraries are used to implement the deep
learning model for service identification. The original 
asynchronous file-based interaction between message 
capture and service predication is inefficient. Our task is to 
investigate and compare different ways to integrate the 
different modules into a tightly coupled system that works in 
real-time.

Objective
n Explore multiple possibilities to realize direct 

communication between the Python Modules and C++ 
Modules. 

n Determine the most proper approach which should be of 
high efficiency and low latency. 

n Finally integrate the modules into a coherent, tightly 
coupled and real-time system.

Method
Initial design: communication through files/using named pipe
- Named Pipe

n Named pipe(also known as FIFO) is one of the inter-process communication methods. A named pipe can be used to 
transfer information from one application to another without the use of an intermediate temporary file.

n Any process can communicate through the FIFO, but the speed is slow. 
n Similar to communication through files, the sniffer and the model are executed as separate processes. The sniffer 

cannot invoke the model in real-time which does not satisfy the requirement of making DyMonD a real-time system. 

Improvement method I: Embedding Python in C++ 
- C/Python API

n C++ and Python have diverse features and applications. C++ is well-known for its high performance, speed and 
memory management while Python is famous for its simplicity as well as its widespread adoption in machine 
learning development. 

n The C/Python API  has been developed to allow cross-language usage. It provides lower-level calls to realize
extension and embedding between Python and c.

n Figure 2 shows the workflow of the embedding method:

Improvement mothed II: Converting the prediction model to C code
- Kers2c Library

n A library for converting Keras neural nets to C functions. With the Keras2c library, each Keras layer of the input 
trained model will be converted to the C function automatically.

n Convert the C functions into static libraries which can be loaded and used by the sniffer. The prediction process 
becomes fast since all tensor layers are implemented in C.

n However, deploying the library fails to provide the correct prediction results. When converting the layers from 
Python to C, Keras2c Library somehow changes the number of parameters of each layer. Also, some layer functions 
make no change to the prediction result. It remains to be explored why the Keras2c library fails in converting some 
of the functions.

- Tensorflow-C++ API
n TensorFlow C++ API provides mechanisms for TensorFlow graph construction and execution in C++.
n To use it, first build TensorFlow from source with certain configurations.
n Rewrite functions manually to access and use the trained model in C++.
n Expected to have a similar time complexity as of using the Keras2c library since both of them are implemented in 

pure C/C++. However, using Tensorflow-C++ API requires rebuilding the Tensorflow library from source and has a
relatively high complexity in terms of implementation. Therefore, this method is not completed in this research.

(1) Initialize Python calling environment inside the C++ program
(2) Load the corresponding Python module and function
(3) Convert data values from C to Python
(4) Perform function calls to a Python interface routine with the converted values passed

(7) Get the returned value from Python, and continue

Your C++ program

(5) Execute the function with input data (from C++)
(6) return result

The embedded Python program

Results
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pipe Avg 0.1418s/flow

embedding Avg 0.0176s/flow

keras2c Avg 0.0213s/flow

pipe Same as using model.py

embedding Same as using model.py

keras2c Incorrect prediction results

Conclusion
Embedding is the method we adopt currently. Although this 
method takes time to initialize and terminate the calling 
environment, in a real system, the sniffer only needs to set 
up the environment once for each run, and the model 
model can be called unlimited times to communicate in real 
time. More importantly, correct results are guaranteed.

Future work
n Explore the cause of the failure of the keras2c library and 

how to correct it.

n Try to use TensorFlow C++ API, starting from the 
reconstruction of TensorFlow. This may require a lot of 
code rewriting.

n Compare the result with the embedding method to 
further improve the system efficiency.

pipe None

embedding Avg ini: 2.794s Avg fin: 0.246s 

keras2c Linked when compiling

Figure 1: DyMonD Architecture

Figure 2: Workflow of the embedding method


